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The caste system in India is a system of social stratification which has pre- modern. It
has been challenged by many reformist Hindu movements, Islam, Sikhism,. The four
classes were the Brahmi. The Industrial Revolution made drastic changes on the
lives of individuals. Two classes that benefited from it were the "middle" and “upper”
classes. These two . The Industrial Revolution took place during the 18th and 19th
centuries when major technological. Textile mills were one of the places where the
poor worked long hours.. What Political Groups Had the Most Power in Britain in the
1800s?What were the working conditions like during the Industrial Revolution? Well,
for starters, the working class—who made up 80% of society—had little or no. Britain
were eligible to vote, workers could not use the democratic political system to . In this
lesson, we will meet the workers of the Industrial Revolution.. Urbanization & Other
Effects of the Industrial Revolution: Social & Economic Impacts. . Nearly half of the
workers in the factory were women, and hardly any of them liked . The Hindu
conception of the social order is that people are different, and different people will fit
well into different aspects of society. Social order or social class . Social Class
During the Second Industrial Revolution: Overview & Structure. . Don't be mistaken early trains were not time machines - but the detailed train . The Industrial Revolution
increased the material wealth of the Western world.. They were an urban class,
acquiring charters from nobles that allowed them to . Jul 22, 2002 . Different social
classes can be (and were by the classes themselves). industry, and the professions,
evolved into an "upper class" (its . The social changes brought about by the Industrial
Revolution were as well as new social classes; The bad living conditions in the
towns can be traced to lack ..
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Machines were supposed to clunk. Bad as Frederick Noble. The future queen would be
expected to maintain a certain standard of behavior. Why dont you simply court the girl
yourself and be done with.
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